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Cramming for the CISSP exam? This friendly test-prep guide makes studying a snap! Prepared by two CISSP-certified experts, it gets you up to speed on the latest changes to the exam and gives you proven test-taking tips. You’ll find complete coverage of all ten domains of the (ISC)2 Common Body of Knowledge to help you pass with flying colors.

Discover how to:

	Register for the exam
	Develop a study plan
	Document your security work experience
	Break down exam questions
	Prepare for the bid day
	Put your certification to good use


 About the Authors 

Lawrence Miller, CISSP has worked in systems administration and information security for more than a decade and has earned numerous other certifications throughout that time including MCSE+I, CCNP, SCSA, CNA, A+, Network+, Security+, and i-Net+. He has also received NSA IAM certification training. He is currently working as the Information Technology Operations Manager for a top 100 U.S. law firm. He has previously worked as an internetworking security engineer and a security consultant for service providers and clients in the retail, financial, and manufacturing sectors and served over 13 years in the U.S. Navy as a Chief Petty Officer in various roles including information systems security and “weather guesser.” 

Peter H. Gregory, CISA, CISSP, is the author of twelve books on security and technology including Solaris Security, Computer Viruses For Dummies, and Blocking Spam and Spyware For Dummies. 

Peter is a security strategist at a publicly-traded financial management software company located in Redmond, Washington. Prior to this, he held tactical and strategic security positions in large wireless telecommunications organizations. He has also held development and operations positions in casino management systems, banking, government, non-profit organizations, and academia since the late 1970s. 
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Towards an Interdisciplinary Approach in Earth System Science: Advances of a Helmholtz Graduate Research School (Springer Earth System Sciences)Springer, 2015

	This book describes the latest advances at the Helmholtz “Earth System Science Research School” where scientists from the Alfred Wegener Institute in Bremerhaven, the University of Bremen, and the Jacobs University are involved in research.


	One of the greatest challenges is understanding ongoing environmental changes....
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Kinetics of Catalytic Reactions--Solutions ManualSpringer, 2005
This advanced textbook teaches readers to design kinetic experiments involving heterogeneous catalysts, to characterize these catalysts, to acquire rate data, to find heat and mass transfer limitations in these data, to select reaction models, to derive rate expressions based on these models, and to assess the consistency of these rate equations....
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pytest Quick Start Guide: Write better Python code with simple and maintainable testsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the pytest way to write simple tests which can also be used to write complex tests

	
		Key Features

		
			Become proficient with pytest from day one by solving real-world testing problems
	
			Use pytest to write tests more efficiently
	
			Scale from simple to complex...
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Mastering Concurrency Programming with Java 8Packt Publishing, 2016

	Master the principles and techniques of multithreaded programming with the Java 8 Concurrency API


	About This Book

	
		Implement concurrent applications using the Java 8 Concurrency API and its new components
	
		Improve the performance of your applications or process more data at the same time,...
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CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering (Mechanical Engineering Handbook Series)CRC Press, 1999
To be successful in the international marketplace, corporations must have access to the latest developments and most recent experimental data. Traditional handbooks of heat transfer stress fundamental principles, analytical approaches to thermal problems, and elegant solutions to classical problems. The CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering is not a...
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Reactive Design PatternsManning Publications, 2017

	
		Summary

	
		Reactive Design Patterns is a clearly written guide for building message-driven distributed systems that are resilient, responsive, and elastic. In this book you'll find patterns for messaging, flow control, resource management, and concurrency, along with practical issues like test-friendly...
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